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ELEVEN MEN LOSE LIVES.
MUTINEER.S
Were Trying to Break a Log Jam in
SUR.RENDER
Swift Water.

new

as
scky.

REGISTER.

Are Coming

Paul Jokes

•

VOL 22 NO. 5a
NORWEGIANS AWAIT
REPORT ANXIOUSLY

POWERS TRIAL
War Party Becoming Less AggresTO BE CALLED
sive Owing to Statement.

PEACE ENVOYS SAILED FROM THE FREN
CH MAKE
'Chippewa Falls, Wis., July, 8—A
MUCH
JAPAN ON YESTERterrible accident occurred yesterday
OVER THE
NAVAL
ROUM
ANIANS AS at Litt!e Falls dam.
GIVE UP TO
Stockhoem, J-uly Ft—"Breathless anDAY.
Eleven lost their
HERO.
ticipation" is hardly too strong. a AT 0E07
DESERTERS AND
ARE
lives by drowning.
c e*T0WN TOMORROW
phrase to deseribn the state of the
A. crew of 74 men hid been sent
SCATTERED ASHORE.
:E OF JUDGE COCHpublic •miinel in relation to the forthout by the Chipperia Lumber and Governor of Yokohama and Civic
LANE
'S OPINION.
Military Honors Paid on a Scale of coming report of the Riked
Boom company to break a log jam
ag comBodies Escort Plenipotentiaries
mittee
charged with arranging a ba\
Grandeur Never Seen in
'below the faille
WANTED TO GIVE SHIP AWAY'
to Pier.
sia of settlement with Norway. There'
A `crew.of fifteen men started in a
Paris Before.
is still much war talk and still deep %I\ TE CLAIMS JURISDICTION ,
boat for the centre of the stream.
resen
tment, against the Norwegians,
Louis Gokey and Andrew Cagnon
,
Didn't -Wendt the Ruisian Govern- were running
but the peace sentiment is gathering
Yokohanta, Japan, July 8.—The
the boat, which was
Paris, July 8.—French military par- in consis
tency and seems de-tined to Pending Decision of the Supreme
ment, if Possible, to Get
overloaded and as it tointhed the low- steamer Minnesota of the Great Nor:
Jap-necrati
on in the his paid to Paul, win the
day. Nevertheless,' the prober. end of the jam three men jumped thern Line, having on board the
Craft Alain.
Court on Appeal Against CochJones
tiripa'ea
.bodgy
rawerenlieuronI
lem of obtaining a dissolution of
anew peace plenipotentiaries, sailed
and landed safely on the logs.
the
rane's Decision.
It is
scaaieloonfguna
tianne
- union which does not
The other twelve, however, were from this port for Seattle at 4:30 this since a finer displa
outrage Swey :•a-) been seen in dish feelings and
aftern
oon.
carrie
The
does
d
gover
not expose
away into the wild rapids,
nor of Yokoha- Paris. The Champs Elysees
NEWS
IS SURPRISED OVER
wait clear- Swedila interests to
where the boat was capsized, throw- ma and the civic bodies escorted the ed
danger bristles
of public theong: and then filed with difficu
lties. The committee's re- TO RESIST REMOVAL ORDER'
ing all into the water. They were all plenieotentiaeiee to the pier where eeth
bodies of Fren,S, infantry, cav- port will proba
bly not appear before
good swimmers, but the water was they were receive'd by a militasy etre
and artillery escorting the flag- Jury
Kustenji, Roinuania, July 8.—The too swift and only
rd. At the pher the plenipotentiaone
succe
eded
in
drape
coffin
d
surro
unded ,by sturdy
mutinous crew of the Kniaz Potenn saving himself. He
)and their suites entered launchFrankfurt, Ky., July 8.—Caleb Powas a 17-year-old
American marines and bluejackets on
kine and'her consort, the rebel tor- boy, Eddie hflartin,
-and
were
conve
wers will be' brought to trial before
yed
to the Minne- the.way over the Sine to the tribun
of
thipp
ewe
e,
pedo boat, have sinrendered to the Palle
eota, which was ckeseed with flags,
the special term of the circuit court,
where the highest officials of France
Roumanian euthorities
and been
as wein all the other ships in the
which will be called in Georgetoen
Await
ed
to
pay
the last hqmage to the
landed and are now being di-patched DENOUNCES BIBL
harbor.
Monda
y, despite the decision' of FedE
READING
hero's mortal remains.- A large troop
in small partiee to difterent places in
eral judge Cochrane yesterday. This
BLAZ
IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
E
CAUS
ED
of
QUIT
cuiras
E
siers
with
A
LOSS
the sun shining
Rourtrinia. The mutineers offered to
Enormous Crowd.
Cleveland, 0., July 8.—The reeding
AT THE HOME LAUNDRY • is nit: conclusion reached by Circuit
on their steel breastplate's and helpresent the battleship to the Rouma- oi the Bible in the public
The Marquis Ito, Premier Katsura,
Judge Stout and Ccmarnonwealth's
schools was
mets dashing along in the rear gave
THIS MORNING.
nian government. as they declare denounced in the report
the other members of the cabinet,
Attorney Franklin.
of the cornthe last touch to the martial scene
they are anxious that she shoted not mhtee on sectarianism
Griscorn, the American minister
They claineaccotding to the best
df the central
which
paper
the
descri
s
be as abso- Department Had Just Extinguished a forma
be handed over to Russia.
tion obtainable here, that until
conference of American Rabbis which and the staff of the legation were lutely epic in charac
ter,
Blaze at Wilkins' Grocery on
among those who accompanied
The Kniaz Potemkine arrived here closed here. The report
the case is decided upon by the Baton
as
adopt
ed
South Ninth.
today, accompanied by a torpedo contains the following:
Komori/and his party to the Minne
United States supreme court, the apLively Battle Tunes.
.
boat, and came to anchor in the outer
.eat having been granted the state's
"The place of the Bible is in the sota. An enormous crowd of Japanese-i Inste
playin
ad
g sdlemn funeral
of
Thi • morning sin rtly- before
harbor, near the Russian guatdshte home, the church,
attorneys by Judge Cochrane, the
and 'the church- and 'foreigners, with bands of music, marches the ,bands in the cortege o'cloc
k the laundry of' Wahl Broth- state courts have a perfec
Peezouape. The Roumanian cruiser 'School. To here
t right tEr
it into the- pub- assembled at the water front and gen- sounded spriihtly battle tunes which ens
on South Third street near Kere act, as the federal judge
eral enthusiasm was manifested,
Elizhata and the training ship Mirces lie educational instit
has decided
utices is not mere
the
drew
an
immen
se
conco
urse
to
the
tucky
avenue was partially destroyed that the prisoner is to remai
bands playing patriotic airs
were in close proximity, Gen. Angel- ly to suggest that these
n in the
and the Esplanade des Invalides,. where
three agencies
the by fire, which is though:- to have been hands of the state officials until
two, commanding the Dobruja dive are powering§ to effect
crowds discharging frrewcarks.
the desired reOn body was placed in state while .the
the
incendiary origin. The blaze was 'dhighe
non, and. the port cost:sender pro- sults, hes is is likewise to isseraere arriving on board the Minne
ec stcourt in the land renders its
sota Bar- troops passed twice before it. Gener
- disocvered by Barber Frakes, who decision,
on Korman and those who
ceeded to the mutineers' hatlesbip to with the growth
of a finer and larger
accompa- al Brugere, generalissimo of the had
nied him partook of a.coll
demand an explanation of the reasons human brotherhoo
just stepped out of his barber
rtive order for the transfer to
atioit, after French army, and 'Admiral Fournier
d. It has created
slap close to Broadway. The flames Newport jail will theref
for her reappearance in Ronmanian ID-feeling betwe
which the ship sailed amids
ore be cont a storm nighty praised the marching order
en Catholic and Proof
were corning out of the windois e ac- tested, and an effonsoeill
testant, and has caused both to look of banzais. The Japanese guartiship the Americans
be made to
and the taste of their companied by dense volum
Takao fired a salute of ninete
Soon after ibe had anchored the down upon the Jew."
es of enter for the fouith time ueion the
en
hd
f
w
ortns;
but
the
genera
seeme
l
d
Atr,senok
as the M5nnesota put to
Kniaz Potentkine began exchanging
e. He turned in an alarm jand trial of the case.
sea. eseor
ett
ia the airmail stature of the ma- the stationmen at
by a torpedo boat and a
signals with the royal gmrdship PlcN. i and the Clay 'Judge Stout is now in Versailles,
naval steam- lathy of the men.
and Tenth sruet departments respond where he has been holding
er specially detailed to conve
zonape. and it was the belief ashore
court, and
y hat eat. "You speak of our soldiers
as 'the ed to the calNind gineidly extinguish- Attorney General Hays,
of Tokio Bay.
that the mutineers contemplated surwho wilt
little
Frenc
h
soldie
rs,"
he
said
to
tRe ed the Mime. The beck door of the have change of the appeal to
rendering Se accordance with the
the `an- press
corre
spond
ent, "yet they are establithmevt 1 was found wide open, poeme court,
terms offerld by the Roumanian govwent to Lancaster lest
Personnel of Commission.
*out
the
same
in
height
as
your
and
ernment "Alen the battleship last vis- COUNCILMANIC
as Mr. Allia Wlatd_neantmbers
The Japanese peace plenip
COMMITTEE
otenti own, thus* the ATherteans look particularlyited this port. The appearance of the
renoftuirn.rd this mortlir
analog same he has
ries are Baron Jutaro Komori, a- more tnlar."
BELIEVE: THEY HAVE
the
nc
doubt
Kai': Potemlaine and the rumors
but
what
forma
was
it
tion could be frothe.
broke
open
n
foreig
n
minister of Japan, and Kress 'Premier Rouvier follo
NO PART.
wed every and the place fired. In face it can be ly regarding the
corning the intentions of Her crew
nb:Talcaleira. the Japanese
details 't!
minister to phase of the ecerenacmiee with great seen where there was pushed out
il%sed the greatest excitement in
the United States. Accom
of to be taken by the eomm
intere
st,
Think
insist
panyi
Inasm
ing
ng
uch as Aldermen Are the ron
on waiting till the position some mils that titdd the iron
BaKustenji and attracted large crowds
Komar: from Japan are, so
Judges of Case, It Is Their Place
far Ve:y end even after tt.e church ser- bolt in place on the back doo
to the sea knee The excitement was
p)
%ui4oxl
as ascertainable here,
POWERS DELI&
Col. Tachibana, vice; though only a few yards distant and ail of yesterday
to Handle It Alone.
increased biter in the day when it
not a
of
f the war office; M
von
Randolin. the German ambassa- steam was raised
Yintaza, direcbecame known that the Troutineers had
on the place and all
tor of the bureau of
Over Decision of Judge Coch.
political affairs; dor. was waiting for him at the for- the work was done with
offered to surrender to the RoumaIt may be that the committee select M. Saito, director
power furneign
of the bureau of
office
Maysville.
nian authorities IS deserter, and tliat ed from among the council of 'time Informatio
ished
by 'their electric motor. It
,
n, and H. W. Denis
on
the Roumanian officials had demand- city to prosecute the charges lodge (American)
scents as if the fire started under the
, advisor of the foreig
d
Georg
etown
, Ky. July 8.—When'
n
Becomes Enthused.
etairmay that teadh from the first to
ed the breech locks of the guns of against City Jailer Thames Eying
in office, and a number of interpreters.
At Ambassador Porter and Mr. the second floor, about twenty feet 'seen in the jail at this place Caleb"
the battleship an a pledge of the mu- the board of aldermen, will refuse to :leeks and
others appointed to assist Loomis' refere
nces to the warmth of inside the back door. The blaze was Powers expressed great pleasere at
tineers' good faith.
act in the matter unless things are the plenipotentiatien
the
feelin
g between the United States rapidly spreading everywhere when the action of the court.
The mutineers asked the Rouman- wade plainer to them regarding the
Fierier Katsura will act
"I have always believed," be said
as foreign and France, the prime minister re- 'the departments arrived and quickl
ian authorities to guarantee that they authority under which they are
y "that right
com- minister during the absence of Baron peatedly
would finally prevail. T
bowed his head enthusiasti- 'extinguished it. Mr. Wahl cannot yet
would fernish the sailors who surren pelled to push the accusations that Kurnura.
am now more, Convinced of it that?
cally and whispered to his collea
tell
dered with itoatimalan passports and look toward* the impeachment of the
amoun
the
t of his keen which will
gue
ever before:i 7 have\.e receivin*
Berteaux. The press corres
also to guarantee that they shall
poeident be chose to Siam anyhow, and more telephone
not jailer.
MAYF
and telegraphic'communiIELD hiYSTBRY.
asked
Berte
aux
what
be extradited to Rem. The local
closer
if
elimi
the premier said.
nation shows that his
One of the members of* the council
cations of congratulationw as well as
Berteaux replied that Rouviee
machi
authorities are awaiting instragtiotu committee said yesterday that here- Nothi
nes
were
ruined
carrie
.
He
$.2,
s.
is
ng Done Regarding
t
perional call,. I received
telephone'
It by Grand surprised that no mention was made 000 insurance.
from Bucharest, and in the meant
ime tofore charges have been preferred
rrisis
Jury
age a few minutes ag
That
Ily
Retur
the
ned
6o
saying
orator
the cnrnmander of the port is
s
Bills.
if
The
fire
falls
doubl
the
hard
y
fact
as
not
it
agains
severa
that
t
l city officials in tbe alpreparFrance was the ' et of all nation
ing a berth for the Kniar Potern
only inconveniences the proprietors that Judge Cochrane had orelty me
s
to
kine. dertnanic board, but that never before
Circuit court bus come to a
to the Newport jail."
close at recognize by fori el salute the Amer- of the laundry butt also some Cairo
has a committee from the council Mayfield after
Ilfr. Poem's aosii4 that Jailer FinNer
ican naval flag when
si
severa
l
weeks
'
see
laund
people
ry
enabL
, am the
ishment had
the war ream!
been chorine to prosecute them, and sion, and
RUSSIA IS SURPRISED.
for some time, however, had or..
nothing was done by the Ranger- visitedtFrance
under Paul of the latter at the Egyptian city has ders from
they believe that the aldermen must grynd
Attorney Franklin instrucjut,' towards unraveling the Jones' corranand
burne
Messr
d out and the
s. Wahl ting
By Appearance cf the Knias Potem have overlooked their hand in this mystery surroundin
him not to turn Power, over WI.- partic
g ittea murcter of
were
doing
the
Cairo
people
wash's
ular
instan
ce.
kin* in Roumanian Waters.
the unknowneman found
der any cireumiseancee, which, after
under the
ing for them while #tey replaced their
.
Thursday Men when Mayor Yei- Straw pile out
Cochrane's decision, may cause som.ic
upon the Reynokis
establ
ishirs
destr
ent.
Now
oyed
both
see
instit
uted the charges against the farm near Mayfie
friction between the federal and snobs
St. Petersburg, July 8.--The admikt.
houses are out of business at the sameecntrte. jailer Finley ,bas reques
Sixty-three indictments were reralty has been advised of the arrival city jailer, the lawyers read from
te
time.
Mr. Powers to ask judge Kinkead ti, •
of the Kniaz Potemkine at Keetenji, value book of rules stipulating that a turned, one against David Desberger,
cormni
circu
The
mstan
ttee
surro
ces
of
undin
counci
the
the
g
COMM
shoul
l
d
be
ITTE
the
E WILL FIX ENrequest Judge Cochrane not to
clothier of this city, who carried
and is now endeavoring to get in
make
fire are quite coincidental in 'nature, an order until
TRANCE FEE AND CLOStouch with Rear Actnairal Krniter'e appointed to prosecute the charges. to Mayfiekl a stock of goods and adMonday, when the
becau
when
se
Actin
alarm
the
upon
g
the
of
fire
was
advio
e
atterof
the
vertie
court hill convene here, giving
ed it as fire stock. They inING TIME.
squadron and turn it westward. flitlittle
turned in some of the central depart- more tine
patches have been sent to all the Cau- neys, President Dick Davis, of the dieted him for doing an itinerant metto find out what to do ib
merit
.1tatio
alder
manic
ntrien
appar
and
atus
were
body,
nettle
Cotme
d
limen
chant'
thr premises.
s business without a license
casian ports.
and
The return of the rebel battleship Geriege Ingram, John G. Rehkopf and he was fined $5o and costs. He mov
Tenne
l blase
"ee tshtr
h rainalismal
ee
ateesttsar7d
steT- at itugNtiiisi tisig
da
e yTh
to Kustenji was a complete surprise R. 5 Barnett as the committee ter ed his stock away front there last judg
for
orn(11-1,rtshePrI"PterartsLefotf Yth
OCCASIONAL COLLISIONS.
in the Wilkins' grocery at that inter"week.
to the admiralty. The naval authori- prosecute the jailer.
State After a Visit Here.
section. The laundry blaze summonA member of that committee said
ties conjecture that a large part of
ed them' down to Third from Ninth Russians Being Gradually Drives
the mew of the Kniaz Potemicine yesterday that the appointment of
Nortird.
and Tennessee,. which they were just
Chairman A. W. Berry, of the
wemld rather take advantage of Ron- himself and the two others was unpre He Holds Up a Western Stage and
city
Democratic
Gets Over $1,000.
esieurittee, yesterday leaving. The coincidence I's the fact
mania', offer of treatment as desert- cedented and never done heretofore,
Tokio, July 8.-11ut following offithat eighteen months ago when Al
called that body to meet at 8
ere., and thereby eicape puniehenent and that he believed it was nbt their
—
o'clock Bisho owned
cial
dispatch has been received from
p
duty
laund
the
next
ter
ry
have
place
the
charge of the prosecu; Ifeadovin Idaho, July 8.—T
for their conduct, than cast in their
he stage fice Wednesday evening at his of- took fire just as the apparatus was the Japanese army headquarters:
tion,
especi
in
ally
inasm
the
uch
counas
the
m
Frater
Warren to Meadows has been
nity buikling, for the
lot with the revolutionists in the
"Occaaionel collisions take pface
returning from extinguishing the burn
cil has no say whatever in trying tIP
purpose of selecting committees
• ap by a lone ,highwayman
CancaSt15.
to ing stable of Captain Mlendol John- between scouts on both sides
mar
charge: which are passed on alto
of the
decide what entrance foe shall
Regnant_ Station. The bandit
be son, of Clark near Fourth street. At railroad along the Fenihway,
covered charged
et by the ahlermen who deeide wheth thiner with two
Rai&
the
eanal
ates
entering the that time
autom
CARNIVAL MAN
the blaze in the laundry Yuen and Kwansping roothe
er the accused is guilty or not. The, vers aiid compelled him atic revol- Democratic prithary of Augus
t 21, at
to cut open
"The enemy is being gradually driv
committee selected from the council the matt ,
,acks and throw them down. which time alderman, eouncilentan and started unclear the stairway and was en
Representative of Parker Amuse- will meet
northward."
of incendiary origin,
saehool trustee will be chose
and see if they can be He then removed all tte
n as the
'registered party
ment Company Coming ToVilkin
Mr.
er,
Ninth
Tenne
of
compelled to prosecute case, and if letters.
and
snominees for the regular NoMeTTOVr.
see, was just preparing to leave his
JOHN SACRA CONVItTED.
not, they will refute to act in the
vember election. The full
The passengers arid the driver
committee grocery lase night above 12' reekink
were several
Russellville. Kn.,' July ft —John
Premises and let the matter rest with lined up and relieved of
month
s
ago
decid
ed on that when a party cornin
their valuThe representative of the C.
g eiong told him Sacra, charged'.with brutally outragdate for the primary, and
W. the aldermen vniely
ables. 'The robber then cooly
now that to look back in the rear
Parker \maser:writ company. will
walk- the date
end as a fire ing Mary Gladder, a young German
arOne of the committeemen expressed ed away with ,his dlunde
ie near at hand, they
r, arnounting
eive here tonrorrnw to confer
will was burning. He quickly turned in girl, in this county, some
have to name the price
with his opinion as believing that ttedihook to $1,2e0 or $1,500. He
time since,
of entrance, the alarm and the
was unmasked
the promoters of Mae carnival to
men Tepidly put hue been convicted. His panishment
and also set the date
be of rules. read from at Thairsdey
after
given 'next September by the Paduwhich
night': aldermanic meeting
have
retary of the Interior Hitchcock no entries can be math', so the ballot out the blaze His toes is very small, has been fixed at death. Sacra showed
cah Traveling !Ken's Carnival
s hut would have been total if fire had little emotion when the
can
Anne been those regulations in vogue While
be
gotten up. Five oldermen
verdict was a
decided to stop the gambling gociation. It is ,raltere than probable
are
not been discovered at the time it announced.
to be chosen, eight
the city was a third class town, and
g an in hot Springs. He slays
councilmen and innwas, because it had comme
that contract' skill be closed
he
Saeraho wife and little children were
nced right
.even school trustees.
with the council board the only one in
elieves the place is more
these people, as their company
hel
e& some barrels co/00ring coal present when the jury brought in the
is the legislative department. After the ci y ling hole than a health of a gambfinest oo the road, it taking
resort. He
oil. Jake
erman ovine that build- verdict, and the scene when they
thirty-two went into the second class two legis- ways further that if Se
Judge Partner Left.
big railroad Catl to trans
cannot get the
t white Bied
the
ilam estate owns the heard the prisoner's terrible fate wage
he
port the lative boards were created, council local authorities to
Yeste
rday morning Judge
enforce the laws
company and its effects,.
Thom
one
occ
as
upied
Wahl's laundr
by
dry.
y. The he'artrend'ing.
and aldermen.
that he will call upon the federa
l au- H. Paynter left for other parts of latter house was damed considertlarrities there to do so.
the
state,
after spending Several days
Thomas O'Keefe, of Greentown, N.
D. P. Evelyn o( Clevelan) 0.
Robert hfathiey, the murderer who
here iu the interest of his
a
Y.. believes he is a direct heir
candidacy
native Kerituckisirivist2 wan pushing
to the Was hanged Friday at Owenellbria,
for
Georg
the
e
D.
May, formerly president
United StafS senate, to
millions that Dennis O'R'Sefe,
The ;tome* Christian Endeavors at- a wheelbarrow pst
Suc- able.
who Ky., should nave heen executed b.* of the Big Bent National
journey of ten
bank at Day ceed the incumbent, Hon Joe C. S. tending the national convention in thousand
died sonic years ago in Texas,
miles on a wager, accidental
left _be his brother-in-law, but the latter tern enpare Wash., 'is been
111tack
fortin
While here Judge Pay.nt
arreeted in
hind -arvi3 Without making a will.
er session in galtinwsre went -off on ly shot and killed himself nearVicksThe ed thejob oyer to. a deputy. Wittily Boston as a fugitive from
living O'Keefe is going to try,
Jtartiee. He was in con'*ant conference with a Abree excursions, to Washington, the burg, Mss., on the
and solicited that hi= brother-in-law exh- Stand's indicted for
7th. He started
ntrmhe
r
of
his friend's and stron Gettysburg battlefield
prove his relationship.
misappropriating
and down the on his trip May, toot, and had al.
g
cute him, hut the latter refused.
the funde of
•
supporters.
a Big Bend bank.
h.'
Cheaspeake hay yesterday,
most completed the eundertaking.
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day at lilletropolia, inhere they weat
for a quiet ampiaiinoetentatious nnatial. It was not an elopement, and
•
after the wedding die couple left for
Of Padue-9.h, Kentucky.
the home aity of the groom to ta
PADUCAH
TAKES ANOTHER
up
their
partaken
resilience.
of.
refreshment
weer
s.
WHILE VINCENNES GOES
Bradshaw Reception.
Capital and iFitArplus Si/515,0°0j
The bride is, °tie of the city's bst
The, hostess was assisted in receivQuite handsome ya.id charming in
DOWN.
detail was the elaborate reception giv- ing by Mrs. Clint Wilcox, of Mt. Ver- known and popular girls of various
----en Wednesday evening by Mr. and bore Ind, Mrs. James V. Sleet tl and attractions and graces that engage the Cairo Shut Out by the Tail-Enders—
ED- P. NOBLE,PRES.
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PIES,
Henderson Plays Wery Poor
Mrs. William F. Bradshaw, Sr., at Miss Rolleston, while Misses Vera admiring attention of all.
happy
The
leading
groom
is
a
their home on We-t Broadway, cum- Davis and Mary Morrieon presided
Ball.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
young engraver and architect of Quin
plimeetary to Mr. William Bradshaw,' over the refreshment service.
cy,
stands
a•nkl
high
commuthat
***
in
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
How They Stand.
Jr., and bride, who returned the day
4
nity.
before from their wedding tour.
Delightful Anniversary.
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The 'dining hall and parlors were
Nei*, the little daughter of Mr.
45 21 .682
proof vault for rent at $3 to Szo per year as tq size. You carry
V iO4.:t•liteS ...
,.
,. arranged witleiaan engaging color and Mrs. Edward Love bad a crowd Eubanks-Hillman.
40 24 .625
your own
scheme of pinta while crimson' was of about thirty-live friends as her
In the presence of the relatives and Princeton
key
and no one but yourself has seises.
33 34 -493
the predominating hue for the dainty guests Friday evening at her ,tichne, a few iovited friends, Miss Nellie Cairo
29 36 .446
punch room, while the balance of the 419 Adams street. The occasion was Eubanks, of this city, and Mr. Clar- Idanderson
23 41 .378
first floor was beautiful'in its artistic lcomplinventary to the tenth anriiver- ence Hillman, of Two Harbors, Minn. Hopkinsville
24 40 .375
arrangements.
sary of tisga yonng latty and from 8 were united in marriage Wednesday
During the evening many guests until TO o'clock the little folks spent evening at 8:3o o'clock at the home
Yesterday's Results.
Hienderson 2, Paducah 4.
called and were charmed at the tal- a mirthful evening as guests of the of the bride, 6o5.Bsoadavay. The parelaed and cultured yoiing bride who popular little lady.
Hopkinsyille 1, Cairo p.
lors were draped prettila with attrac. bids fair to sway with unusual popuVievennes 3, Princeton 4.
,z
tive floral arrangements for the haplarity in the social circles where she Attractive Card Parti
py affair, at which time the maid of
'
is greeted with cordial welcome.
Todaes Schedule.
home of Mrs. Fisank honor was Miss Laura Hoffman, of
s
1. he handome
De you want a first class Job by an
Swt
ee music was furnished for the Is. Rieke, on West Washington Evansville. while Mr. William Reid,
Henderson at Paducah.
evening by the fine orchestra stationHopkinsville at Cairo.
expert Iworkman? Iflyou do: take
street, was the scene of a inost charm- of this city, attended the groom as
s
ed in the hall, while the refreshments ing and beantiful gathering Thursday best min. The words binding the ts.v.o
Vincennes at Princeton.
were a continuation of the color morning at which time M;as. Rieke far life were spoken by Rev. John S.
itIto
scheme, hearts and lovePknots pre- entertain at cards complimentary to Cheek, of the First Baptist church.
Schedule for Monday.
Princeton at Paducah.
dominating.
number of young girls and the After the nuptials the bridal pair inThe host and hostess were assisted charming visitors now sojourning in fermally entertained those few friends
Vincennes at Cairo.
i n receiving by Mr. and Mrs. W. F. the city, ineluding Miss Marjorie present, and then left the following
Henderson at Hopkinsville.
Bradshaw, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. James Sayre, the guest of Mrs. Rieke. The mornine cm their bridal trip to St.
224 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky,i
Campbell, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Hal Cor- spacious front porch was covered Paul, 9-t. Louis and other points be- 'Mat Henderson is not in Paducah's
bett, Mrs. Armour Gardner, Miss with nine tables filled with happy fore going to Two Harbors to take up class was again demonstrated at the
park yesterday when another ineliffera
Eloise Bradshaw, Miss Katherine players whoapent the. morning at that their future 'home.
Rowell, Miss Ethel Morrow, Mr. engaging game euchre.
The bride is the dainty and wins. era game of ball was played. Both
Louis Rieke. Jr, Mr. A. S. ThempThe prize for the visiting young some daughter of Mrs. J. D. Eubanks, sides seems to be aware of that fact
Mr. Wheeler Campbell, Mr. Ed- lady was taken by Miss Aline Baker, and an extremely sweet and pop-ular and played accordingly. It was a
e•
a•in 3. Paxton.
game of top noteliers against tail-endof St. Louis, while that for the home girl dearly loved by all.
Tho e in the punch room were: girl went to Miss Rena-Coleman, it
The groom is a valued attache of ers with the spirit of indifference preIlss Elizabeth Sinnott, Miss Jean- being a Set
of pretty shirt waist but- the Duluth and Iron Ridge railroad vatting. Everything considered, it
nette Campbell, Miss Martha Leech, tons.
The first trophy was a beau- and makes Two Harbors his head- was a good game of ball, but there
Sinuarkrs • Fowler, Mr. Charles tiful poster picture. The console- quarters. He has visited here a mum- was no ginger in the players. There
A:cott, Mr. Eddie Clark.
tion of an illustrated motto, was tak- bey of times and was found to be a were ITO feaeures to the game.
en by Miss Robbie Loving. The sil- polished and affable gentleman of
Delight'ul Dances.
The Summary.
vcr mirror 'prize for the game scorers many pleasing traits.
Two very delightful and largely at- was taken
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(Louisville Herald.)
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floor, while Thursday evening at the
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Dance for Miss Woodson.
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day evening at Wallace park pavilion,
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Perry, ss.
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Lillie May Winstead, Bella Coleman, grace to our civilization."
4 1
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Holland,
arrive here Wednesday tb visit the
Blanche Hills, Ruth Well, Momma of the judge in criminal cases in this Lloyd, rf.
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'host and hostess at their handsome
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Hopkins, Robbie Loving.
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Eloise country is too restricted. The judge Land, c.
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Commissioher's Sale
In pursuance of a judgment of McCracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its April term, 1905, in the action of
Minnie Pearson, etc., plaintiff, against
Elmer C. Carter, etc., executors, etc.,
defendant, I will, on Monday, July
loth (about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
tn.), Iwo (being 'County Court day),
at the Court Hotoe door in Daducah,
Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder,
on a credit of six months, the following described property, lying and being in the city of Paducah, McCracken county, Ky., and described as follows:
I. Lot No. 1, in block 27, town C,
- commencing at the corner of Clark
and Eighth, formerly Hickey!), street,
thence with Clark street towards
Ninth street 115 feet 6 inches; thence
at right angles rind towards Adams
street 173 feet 3 inches; thence at
right angles and to Eighth street
115 feet 6 inches; thence with Eighth
street £73 feet' 3 inches to the beginning, and being the same property
conveyed to T. P. Carter, E. C. Carter
and Jake Biederman by cited dated
April, to, 1887, and recorded in deed
book 34, Page 361, in the MkCracken
County Court Clerk's office.
Also the further lot of ground being all that certain lot of ground in
the city of Paducah, in the county of
McCracken, and state of Kentucky,
on the northeast corner of Seventh
and Adams streets, and being known'
as lot 'No. 1, in brock 21, in town C,
of Paducah, Ky., commencing at the
northeast corner of Seventh and
Adams stre,ets towards Clark street
so feet; thence at right angles and towards Sixth street 165 feet to an alley; thence at right angles and with
said alley so feet to Adams street;
thence with Adams street to the beginning; being the same property con
veyed by I. D. Wilcox, Master Commissioner, to Jake Biedermani T. P.
Carter and E. C. Carter, by deed dated December 30, 1891, and recorded
in commissioner's deed book No. 3,
page ten, in the McCracken County
-Court Clerk's office, to satisfy said
judgment, interest and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved eecurity,
bearing interest at 6 per cent. from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when doe.
This 7 day of July, two
Hendrick & Miller, Attorneys
CECIL REED, Master Corn

4

'0-

Commissioner's Sale

726
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Sheriff's Sale - I

Very Levi Rates

By virtee of Fi Fa No. 3419 directed to me which., issued from the
clerk's office of the McCracken Circuit Court. in favor of H. Weil &
Sons, against IL M. Kahn. I, or one
of my deputies, will, on Monday, the
loth day of July, 1905, between the
hours'of to o'clock a. m. and 4 o'clock
p. m., at the Court House door in Paducah, county of McCracken, Ky., expose to public stale, to the highest
bidder, the following property (or so
much thereof as may be necessary to
saeisfy the amount of the plaintiff's
debt, interest and costs), to-wit:
One-half interest of lots 175 and
176, fronting for width 85 feet on Harris street and running back for depth
I6o feet •-• •I alley. Said lptsare beeen North Sixth and Seventh
streets as is shown on Harrington's
map of the city of Paducah, and are
in Harris, Trimble, Flournoy and Nor
ton's addition to the city, levied upon
as the property of H. M. Kahn. •
Terms; Sale will be made on a
credit of three months, bond with approved security required, bearing interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per
annum from day of sale. and having
the force and effect of II replevin
bond
June 19, 1905
L. D. POTT'ER, Sheriff Mc C.

Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are announced via the Southern railway from
rpoints on fts tines for the follow-lig
ettecial occaskrns:
Athens, Cea.-Sumener scbdol. June
27,-July 28, 1905/Cnonvrille, Teen.-Summer school,
June eo-Jtsly 26, tgos.
Ildonteagee, Tenn.-Montesople
Draining ectiooi, July 3-Aug. In 1905
Monteaole, Testre-Woman's congress, Aug. te-ts. 1e05.
Nashville, Tenn.-Peabody conene,
slimmer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
itantr.itute, June 14-Avg. 9, 1905.
OxIordi, Miars.-Stmoner /reboot,
University of Mississippi, June 14Aug. 9, toos.
0
Richmond, Va.-Farmers' National
congress., Sept. 12-22, 1005,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.--Surnialer school
for teachers, June 16-July 213, 19os.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points,4.crot all stations on the
Southern inibway. Detailed information can be had upon app
ticrn to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of- connecting boos
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Learnteon. Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Washington, D. C.
SPECIAL COMMISSIONC. H. HUNGERFORT), D. P. Pa.,
ER'S SALE
Loilevine, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis. Ma
In pursuance of a judgment of McCracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its December term, 1903, in the action
of• Bettie Buckner, plaintiff, against
L. F.,Davis and others, defendants, I
Will, on Monday, July to (ebout the
hour of to o'clock a. tie), 1905 (being
County Court day), at the Court
House door in Paducah, Kentucky,
sell to-the highest bidder, on a credit
of six months, the following described
If you want your clothes cleaned,
property, viz:
Two lots of ground lying in Mc- diced or repaired, take them to K. C.
Cracken county, Kentucky, the one Roe., pp South Third greet. I haws
lot known as toe "B," beginning at
the nicest line of samples for tints
a stake on the Paducah and Caledonia
road, and being the southeast corner in the city. Stilts made to order.
oi the tract of land bought by William Kay, of E. Ragland; thence west
is, rock;
1454, east 11 1:00104 t
Louis Claris, the Soo* Second
thence north 7654 eLegrets, west 5
anent gcr, is soh agent los BApoles, to a stone; thence south e434 & Creek 1
nftar4um banith foods at
degrees, west 12 poles, thence south marry wirietien
Mom pabillatle and
76q degrees s poles to the beginning, digestible.
reserving each way, in the northeast
corner of the above described lot, 1
poles as a graveyard.
Also lot No. 2, beginning at the Paducah Undertaking
northeast corner of lot No. I; thence
76% deices, west, s poles to a rock;
Oompany.
thence south 1454 degrees west, 21
poles 9 links to te rock; thence south
S. P. POOL, Moraaaat
767/4 east 5 poise and 9 links to the
OVT NANCE. Asst.
beginning, to satisfy said judgment, ass South Tided Moak
interest and cost
Andres over same%
The purchaser will be required to loth Phones leo -Prbas fiessomblis
g:re bond with approved eecurity,
bearing interest at 6 per cent, from
Claries Greek Confectiorrary and
day of sale, having force of replevin
cm which execution may issue FIRM Store has a free Line of Fruits.
when due.
/Wee*. Orange. and Bananas. The
Cheapest
place in Paducah. jo44
This 7th day of July, loos.
Campbel & Campbell, Attorneys
GIP HUSBANDS, Special, Corn

Paducah
Steam Dye Works

Commissioner's Sale

II

Highest price Paid for mooed-hand t,

e
wee04.44

toves
Env anything and sell
evoryttdng
aa8-aao Court at. -*bid 'phone
1316

in
-

Fransioli

Moving wagon in connection.
-

Ths EV: Items Lammory is srnittly
commearded be di vole here their
work Moe by them, neatest, teleanevi
and bare

•/

•

•
6.1

No Heat Now
To canoe the Ira& paint to
blister.
Paintiag done now will stay painted
if we at) eke work.
%Werra & Son, 114
North Sixth
Phone 541-A,
-----Subscribe for the Register.

•
Pittsburg Coal Co.

The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City.

THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON, WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET
US
RE-RUBBER
YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRIDLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULEJEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IM -3Tra'44
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE, "
31
SALES Roams NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE
NO. /
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. a, THIRD AND MONROE.

44.444,444+4,444.4i4.4444,

EDGAVT WHITTE1VIORE,

HEATING

A. S. DABNEY

CL
wk.

ober.
7 is
It MI
sir*

--WEN T

'-

JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGY00.

S. W. Arnold

+MO+ 1110-1-111i+pia +.110-6li+.1164.110-1.

Stearnkockte
Excursion,
eV/

St. Louis and Tenessee River Par
et oocipany-the cheapest and be
encursion out of Padbeala

$8.00 for the Rood
Trip to lessessee rive
aid return.
It is a trip of pleasure.
and rest., good service; good ta
good rooms, etc.
at. leave ea
firemn,
eloir
V411"1".daY
other
..p.e
ina
afn
t
orme
d Siltiwda
tion apply
palty Stop J
/Lager, Soperiettendtat;
Frank

Steam

ED. D. HANNAN

IA't

4,5

Go to Langstaff-L,,o, Ihrg. Co.Il
on wart anything olacte of wool.
ley can maim /t for ou. t;et pre,
011 Siding Labs and
<Musks.

Hot Water -

verve

e-10

OUR
PITTSBURG
.-1.3COAL
Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our prices before placing your
.... order....

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
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Crittenden Springs
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map
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In pursuance of a judgment of Meoferaeken Circuit Court, rendered at
its April term, 1905, in the. action of
The West End Imptovement company, plaintiff, against R. G. Caldwell,
etc, defendant, I will, on Monday,
July loth (about the bout of to
o'clock a. m. Nos (being County
Court day), at the Court House door
in Paducah. Kentucky, sell to the
highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, the following described property, viz:
E.
Lying and being in the city of PaIPURYEAR,
ducah, county of McCracken and
atste cf Kentucky, Name being lots
ATTORN1Y-AT-LAW, •
Nor. 7 and 8, in block "K," as shown
Rooms s and • Regdater
on the map of the Wen. End Improvement company,. These lots are
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc- • sa Headway, Perbook
y.
situated on the north side of Broad- Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
gpa.
none
New
way 'erect. Said lot No.
/boned its April - term, tgos, in the action of
on the east side of Twenty-fifth street 11. 0. Walker, administrator, etc.,
ilperikape:
and is a corner lot. Lot No. 7 lies ad- plaintiff,
against
Elmer
Dorris
A!boorsorio. of Titles,
joining tot No. 8, each of said lots 1Walker, defendant, I will, on Monfaineance, Corporation and
fronts so feet on Broadway street and day, July, tot!) (about the hour of to
Real Smote Law.
extend, back the silI0e width 152 feet o'clock a. m.), 1905 (being County
towards Jefferson street to an aNey, Court day), at the Court House door
and are the same lots conveyed by in Paducah, Kentucky, veil to the
plaintiff to said R. G. Caldwell, by highest bidder, on a credit of six "NEAR TO MATURES HEART."
deed dazed September 20th, 1899, of months, the following described proprecord in the McCmcken County erty, viz:
Court Clerk's office, deed book, page
One house and tot situated in the
city of Padudah, McCracken county,
...HOTEL...
I will sell first the whole of lot No. state of Kentucky, which is bounded
7, for the purpose of satisfying one- and described as follows:
NEAP MARION, KY.
half of the judgment rendered in this
Beginning at Sixth street 40b feet
action, and for the satisfaction of the south from Husbands street, running zoo Room Hotel-Idigh and Dry and tAIXICAMI REAL BSTAT4e.. WESTERN KIINTUCICY FARM PAS,
other half, I will sell the whole of lot theme with Sixth south so feet;
Well Ventilated.
MOPITMLY PAYMENT LOTS POR iNVESTMENT. WESTERN
No 8. The judgment in this action thence at right angles west towardi
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
1011§TTUOICY REAL HS-TATE JOURNAL AND PRX2 LIST
amounting to $t92.4o, with interest Seventh street t66 feet to analley
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR :r..
14 YOUR VACATION.
st 6 per cent, per annum front June 1, feet wide; thence with said alley toTHE BEST OF HOTEL ACicoc-• igt W. WEIETTIMOILJIC... faradsa.ah.
1904- to satisfy said judgment, interest wards Husbands street so feet; thence COMMODATIONS, AND
THE
and cost.
at right angles t66 feet to Sixth BEST OF LIFE GIVING WAThe purchaser will be required to street, the point of beginning, being
give bond with approved gectirity, the tame property and land conveyed TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
bearing interest at 6 per cent, from by Joseph Mattison and his wife,
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
day of sale, having force of replevin Jennie Mattison, to I. 0. Walker and
bond, on which execution may issue Satira J. Walker by deed dated Aug. SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
PACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSEwhen due.
2, 1895, which deed is recorded in
MENTS BOT.,11 FOR TYE OLD
This 7 day of July, tgos.
deed book No. 52, page 134; in the
AND THE YOUNG.
Husbands & Caldwell, Attorneys.
clerk's office of McCracken County
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
CEOIPL REED, Master Corn.
Court. •Same to be sold for the purRAILROADS.
pose of division, to satisfy said judg'Bus Line Meets all Train.
START ROAD WORK.
ment, interest-Erg cost.
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
The purchaser will be required to
water plant in your store or home so why not let me nsaks
'Contractors Penn & Eaker Begin the give bond with approved security,
hearing interest at 6 per cent. from DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
New Road Work Tomorrow.
you an eetineate on what it will coat to base it dons in the right
day of sale, having force of replevin
120 NORTH FIFTH STRBET
execution
bond,
on which
wsay issue
way. Material and worhowaship guaranteed flat class.
Contractors Ed Eaker and Dick
- Penn will tomorrow morning start to when due.
Both Phones sss
This 7 day of July, tgos.
work •ruf .g ra veLim the three mike of
Oliver, Oliver & McGregor, Au.
road out on the Husbands road, a&
Office Hourst 8 to ro a. rn., i ter 3
CECIL REED, Master Corn
• continee at same until completed. The
controctore have to only furnish the
p. in. and 7 to 9 p.
Subscribe for the Register.
gravel and dump it on the road for
Office end Morn Fraternity Building.
their 12 cents per lineal foot, _while
the county grades the
highway,
k Evansville Excursion.
epreads the gcavel and compllatee the
The Vxcursion to Evansville will
Seittseribo For The Register.
work which will coed a total of 24 leave Paducah Union depot at 9:15
cents, per lineal foot. It will take 'sev • m., Sunday, July t6th, and returnend weeks to complte the work, half ing will leave Evansville at 6 p, m..
Henry Mammon, pr., the relitibli
The real estate agents, hes &27SOK
IS Tof which is paid for by the county Monday, July 17th; round trip St.5o.
boo&
manufacturer, Blank floolcs
worth of city property for sale and
Truehecrt
•••••g
and the 'tether half by the atmegtitig Tickets good only on. excurviofl
Jobs and Iklition binding. The on!)
thirty-fivr
safes.
three
farms;
also
property owners.
•
ti ain in ,tint kr directions. J. '1'. Donoexclusive book hinder in Paducah
Houses for rent.
v a n, Agent, Paducah, Ky., G. C. WarFor perfection and rarity smoke
library womb &Amman*.
„,IIIIblierribe for the Register,
Telephone,
field, T. A., Union Depot.
old,
edfis.
,
Elk Dream l'Oe cigar. •
•

H.

re

110,16

DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
OfSee, 306 Broadway-Phone 120.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone /mi.
J. W.,Orr is busy every day wattnig on his many customers. His
oraele is constantly growing and he
is lightly deserving to it. Third
steal
The Bazaar Store, 329 Broadway, is
making Special Sale prices on roadies'
Underwear. The ladies of Padueae
will do well to take advantage of it
At the head of the class, Elk?
Dream soc agar.

41/1.

41,

anecri-4eirewillesaiss,
•11111ft.•Ta0111•SI* • •bl•

dent- connected, "with thpOreinoe;g1
Co/i Holdings.
444440-444441444
.
444-44
.
44filviliriir.4444.44.0+4-444.410.4144084V4.403.444-40444-4404#3444.444.0
Since 1390 tile product of the the naval heto's body ' 'calculated t
world's gold. mines has Amounted to bind.the twt. nations • deeper frien
$2,526,000,000. In that time three ship in the hands f revolutioni,great %%ars have bccn fouaht--that of thing is possible.
the United States \sin" SiSain, that of
Japan's envoys;
the Washington
Great Britain. with the Transvaal re- peace 'conference liave sailed .from
orblics, and the third that of Rus- that country. Atrehdy one of Russia's
is with Japan. The years of the planipotontiaries, in the person of the
Boer war materially reduced the out- newly appointed , minister to this
put of gold by closing the Trans- country, has arrived in Washington.
vaal mines, the worlds chief source The conference should gather about
of owl:der. All three wars involving the first of the corning month.
so many international possibilities of
grave moment have resulted in much
hoarding of gold by banks, says the
Wall Street Journal.
COMMENCING MONDAY, JULY toTH, WE WILL OFFER A FINE LOT OF LADIES' HABChief Paducala.
Of the $2,326,000,000 of gold pro- IVY MIVY
HELM DIED WHILE
UTAI
SILK SHIRTWAISTS THAT WE HAVE ONLY A FEW SIZES OF, 'AT HALF PRICE.
duced in the world since 1896, abaut
BEING BROUGHT TO
THESE
ARE ALL CHOICE PATTERNt AND STYLES, MADE- OF VERY FINE SILK. .DON'T
the
$960,000,000 have gone into
PUBLISHED BY THE
PADUCAH.
MISS
THIS BARGAIN OPPORTUNITY, IT BEATS ANYTHI NG EVER OFFERED BEFORE.
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.. vaults of the principal banks of tun(Incerporated)
rope, while about $200,000,000 have
LADIES' HABUTAI
SILK VAL LACE AND WIDE PLAITS WITH THE
MEXI C'A N
At Register Building, 523 Boaadvory. gone into the reserves ,of the nationVirgie Smith Died Yesterday Out in
WAISTS TRIMMED IN VAL SALE PRICE $1.4e; SIZE 38 WHEELS
TUCKED
YOKE
al banks of the United States, makRossington Neighborhood— PowLACE, PRICE WAS $am SALE ONLY,IN WHITE.
—VAL LACE IN FRONT AND
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
ing a total of $1,16o,000poo, which is
ers Child Died.
PRICE $1.38.
TWO SIZES, 32
A 83.75 BLACK
HABUTAI BACK,SIZES 34 AND 38,
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
WHITE
represented by the increased holdings
AND 36.
SILK WAIST TRIMMED WITH
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary. of the principal banks of Europe and
ONLY.
A VERY NOBBY
WAIST BUTTONS DOWN FRONT AND
the United States. It may he estiThis morning at 11 o'clock there
• $3,25 BUYS A
86.50 WAIST,
WITH WIDE TUCKS & TRIM- OVER SHOULDER, SALE
Entered at the postoffice of Plidu- Imated that, $737,000,000 was used in will be buried in the Ragland section,
YOKE
MADE
OF MEXICAN
MED WITH PEARL li,UTTONS, PRICE 8x.88. SIZES 34 AND 40.
ash, Ky., as second-class mail matter. ;he arts and sciences, this being bas- Ivy, the four year old daughter of Mt.
WHEELS
AND
WIDE- PLAITS
John Helm, who died the night before
PRICE WAS $2.98, SALE PRICE
$2.49 BUYS A 84.98 WAIST IN
ed open an allowance of 30 per cent. of dropsy. The
IN
child had been ailing
FRONT AND BACK, IN
$1.49, SIZE 42 ONLY,IN WHITE. WHITE HABUTAI SILK—VERY
of the gross prodection, though per- so at their home in Ragland that the
Terms to Subscribers.
TRIMMED
QUALITY
—
WHITE,
FINE
SIZE 36 ONLY.
A
82.98
WAIST
TRIMMED
IN
One Year
$5-00 haps 2 rr c,ent. would be a closer father started for Paducah with it for
e.so estimate, This leases $600,000,000 treatment, but the livle one got so
Six Months
115 unaccounted for. A part of this has sick they stopped at the home of Mr.
'Three Months
Thompson, out at the mill four miles
zo
One Week
gone into t'ae *faults of other than na- from this city, on the
IN THIS SALE WILL BE FOUND SOME BE-1-I-ER STYLES—
ANYTHING ON THIS COUNcairo road, to
the United States and spend the 'night. There the girl died.
tional banks
ONES THAT WE HAVE NEARLY ALL SIZES IN AT 1/4 OFF. TER WILL BE Sc. YOU WILL
Anyone (ailing to receive this paper other than the, chief government The body was taken home yesterTHESE ARE THE SWELL PATTERNS AND NEWEST DESIGNS. FIND GOODS IljAT WERE
regularly should report the matter to banks in Europe. ' „But these hold- day morning for burial,.
WORTH UP TO ise YARD.
The Register office at once. Tele- ings
bog BUYS A VERY FINELY WITH SILK EMBROIDERED
would, after all, Teptesent only
Young Girl Died.
gime Cumberland 318.
MADE HABUTAI SILK WAIST DOTS AND PERSIAN BAND IN
a part of the $600,000,00d, Where the
iVirgie, the 13-year-old daughter of
AND WIDE TUCKS, FRONT; BACK
STITCHED
HAS WIDE
howMr. W. L. Smith, died at theiv•home
remainder is is a mystery. It is,
WAS
near
PRICE
THE
Rossington
BLACK.
TUCKS—IN
WHITE
and
IN
ONLY—
was buried esever, quite probable that a Millen se
terday at the lalkKendree cemetery.
38,
40.
A LOT OF WHITE CORDED
38,
SIZES,
THREE
SIZES
38
AND
$4.25;
42.
sums are being heldf in private !dotes
-UNIO 17(..01
The child passed away after a brief
"laBO
DIMITIES
STYLE
IN
SAME
SHORT
THE
Sz.5o
HAVE
BUYS A $2.00 WAIST
as reserves of independent banker's. illness.
LENGTHS
AT
5c
YARD.
IN
FOUR
WHITE
THESE
IN
WITH
WAIST
PLAIN WIDE PLAITS
In measuring the effects of the
ARE
MILL
ENDS
OR
42.
FACTORY
AND
1
IN FRONT AND BACK—THREE
SIZES, 34, 36, 38
• Another Cherub .
gold supply upon prices of commodExpired.
REMNANTS OF GOODS THAT
The a-mondial-old child of Mr. Jas.
WAIST SIZES-38, 40, 4a.
BUYS
A
$4.98
$3.74
ities
and
rates
will
be
of interest, it
Sunday Morning, July 9, igos.
Powers died at ass Boyd street yesRETAIL REGULARLY AT toe
necessary to calculate—first, whether terday morning arbd
will be buried toA BIG LOT OF MILL ENDS AND ra54c A YARD.
the increase of nearly $1,200,000,000 day at the kteKendtes falPetery out
NUB TISSUE THAT HAS
AND FACTORY LENGTHS OF
Accc•rding to Frankfort dispatches in the gold reserves of the leading in the county,
SOLD
AS HIGH AS ilk YARD,
:
'
- the Mate is going to ,14Ye UP. banks of the United States haa been
BIG LOT OF FANCY LAWNS GINGHAM THAT ARE GOOD
it 9,,erti
IN
THIS
SALE AT Sc YARD.
PATTERNS AND COLORS—
.
Mrs. Carton's Funeral.
.
represented by a corresponding
IN GOOD, ATTRACTIVE PAT•
the Powers c;'4'..Monday
The funeral services over the reREGULAR PRICE MUCH HIGH- COMES IN GREEN, TAN, BLUE,
credits, and second, wheth- mains of
'standing the opinion of Judge CochTERNS, TO BE SOLD AT 24c ER—IN THIS SALE AT 5c PER PINK
Mrs. Annie Belle Carroll
AND
GREY, WITH
Maysville
transfer_
private
at
delivered
rane
be held this afternoon at 2:3o
er the secret Teserv" of
YARD. •
POLKA DOTS.
YARD.
at their residence in 645 Eliz•
ring the case to the federal
bankiers may not be rOt1ii!1 into a , o'clock
abeth
14fttf,
interment follows at
Jcertain
This decision is
I
ai cause a more intimate relation with interni;
OaIc
drove
cetniefery.
conflict of courts and adhether right tional credits as soon as all doubts
or wrong will do
'40 good just at this created by war have been removal
time. If Pow: oira ia as guilty as charg- up the establishment of a lf9r1q
-"-----ed and sierttolore proven he can as Pektd,
'
es•
44/440-441114****444144414444144•44.
gjiliquilhAA..4444•41440.44-4118**********************4
oaly be convicted in • the fetIVral
•
Mr. Root is entitled to the fullest
things
all
courts
algae
the
uts aTs
THE CURRENT RUMORS ARE
OFFICIALLY CONFIRMED
being. equI„...sind iattlltsdr any, just praise for all the sacrifice's he may
make
in
accepting
of
secrethe
office
NOW.
injustice.
charged
cause for
tar) 01.'state in President Roosevelt's
Aka.Central Railroad Will
Mir. Root as secretary of the war cabinet, but those papers which are Tennessee
Come
Through
Here Towards
and
saying
he
many
rbuses
gives
up
$200,000
stepped
a
a
year
'department
S. Louis.
law
practice
in
beGreater
York
to
the
New
put the department affairs on
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware deads of effitiency. To do this he had to take up the duties of the office are unAll Paducahnos will receive with
introduce asany reforms and call up- doubtedly putting it too strong both much pleasure the telegraphic news
partment for :our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
is emigrate, for assistance. He. left as to Mr. Root's patriotism and suc- dashed out of Nashville, Tenn., that
the Tennessee Central railroad will
stock recognized as'one of the finest:in the state. It includes
taryship with the record of cess at law. Vain glory is valuable to
-immediately commence extending its
made the best secretary of some men, and many of them, but to line from its present terminus at Hop
Stovesliase Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran• since Staaton served'in that give up an income of $acio,000 for kinsvilk through to Paducah and
e enters the depart one of $8,000, with many social costs .the,n on down to Joppo where it
Wh
connected with the Chicago &
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Mr. Root, the best or drains attached, will strike the av- will be
F.astern Iilirsois railroad that is
te Secretary Hay say, erage man as paying 'higher for hon- backed by the Frisco system. These
Hardware, and in fact a line' of goods equal to that carried by the
artment sway in, need ors than the aforesaid honors are high extension will make a complete
leading houses of the country.
g, ,especially as to the The world reade of sacrifices in days rte through here from Southeast to
ice. But it is isredicted gone, but the days of sacrifices like northwest and be a big thing for this
ular
city. The Na..4hville dispatches stated
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadh a fine executive head the days of many 'other things have
be is
as follow 9 yeeterdny:
service
the
passed.
n make the
tithat he wit
Nashville, Tenn., July 8—President
inghouses, we are in position to give th9 best for the least money.
theworkt. He may in this way
Van Blarcom and General Manager
best
The allegations made some time Clark. of the Tennessee Central, and
r varied stock.
ke himself as popular at home it
Dont buy before calling and seeing
since by the Southern Planters asso- Senator Bailey, legal representative
esst as wae Mr. Hay
4Nsi
elation, charging that the government of the owners Of the toed, returned
cotton reports were "doctofed," 4,ç i today from a thorough int4pecocon of
•
t the properties:, and confirmed the re'',,,Zistee were a number of hangings
been fully established and the de• port that work would begin at once
throughout the states list Friday.
partment has had to 'bounce an at- Ion improvements and that the road
; Kentucky was the scene of two execu- tache.
The adaninistr'ation has had would be extended in several direrticms of cold blooded murderers, one many scandals to answer
for, and timia. includ'in'g extensions to Paduwhite and the other colored. The there arc no
doubt more to follow. cah and. to Knoxville.
country now and then remiembers
"The 'atiockliolders' of the TennesSo far hardy a department has esare
see
Central have put a Krdait deal of
laws
the
and
ia
justice
what
caped 90rat'. accueution whieis. only money into the road," said Senator
strengthened whenever this is the had
.
to be made to be proven on an Bailey, "and it will be done imme- anumaimurrisasommmagft
,
1 case.
liquidate
wilt
diately.
The
company
inveatitation following. •
all its present lines and make a numThos. Ii. Gaines, of near Rich Pond,
Though Judge Cochrane's decision
The Russian Black Sea naval mu- her of impart:tan extensions. The corn Ky, died on the 6th aged 85 Years.
also begin at once to devel- He was father of L. W. Gaines.
ii the matter of transferring the Ca- tineere have abandoned their ship and i pany
aa p a. great deal of the coal property.
RApsumia
Frogreres.,'
to
state
the
from
case
tot of the Elkton (Ky)
tok,en to the woods of
leb Powers'
(
h)
e
f
la
t awd-11:nt
of Kansas. hal
court
supreme
The
precarefully
was
deterters. The cowardly aft, of the
the federal cotrrt
dee,lared the legislative act c4that
rnd well sustained by the laws men is a great 'relief no dodiat to the- several short lines
/date; passe.by th•e istate's fait , n. al.
'the -judge was careful enough to drop Rnraian governusc.ot, for 5*** war: The officials intimated
ewel ,a57seirilktty, ate ., nnconstitu
fi
double
in ompany
wae
:work:
who
thoce
hat
aitecipiral
t
9114 in * ha
of seitThetis:1 i stir
a few hints of assurance to
The atriaision
VS
and migitemainitild
the
cial
steehigth
v114.111
in
improvernAt,
said
II
opinthe.
tie
er
n
t
might differ v;it:i his
cosild have been made dangerous in
Nashville aid vicitrity. state is specially forbidden to en000.000 in
among other-things: "If I deride to more ways than one. A concert of One of the local improvements may
gage.
.
Admilision--General, asc; Grand Stead, 33s: Bow seats, 80o.
$ake jurisdiction 'rny action is not fi- actien ceuld easily have gathered he ;the . turrnelinig of the public
G.` Pierce. chief of the bu6ehrge
'4
Seats on Sale at ttrOlarn & Shelton's.
are
extension.%
the
about the ship quite a forffliaable ar- equare. The proposed
nal. Applitation can he mode to
reau af city property, at Philadelphia,
over
100
Mil
109.
total
said
to
• supreme court for a mandamus, corn- ray of revolutionists at any one time
resigned at the request of Mayor
Game Called at 8:30 p. m.• .
Mr. Viso Blaeconi left tooled for has
Weaver.
%mending the to restore defendant to of 'the Black Sea ports.
•
1St. Louis. Senator Bailey goes to
C. C. Drams:sae, • tobacconist, of
state ,ciretody, and' the whole question
through fraud. The case has
Mayor Weaver, of Philadelphia,;New York to attend a stoCkhoickrs'
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In testing-the gown- cow ordinance
D
In the court of Judge Ligthtfoot yes
I
T
—
T
r
.
t1
r
I' I . 1
T 1, r—r--•T---7—r—r—r—r-1.
—
4 _
of this city will be carried direct to terdaso entre -was filed a suit by Wit- ,
r.
I
the appellate court of the state at liam Moore against C. J. Hutchinson
WATTS BOULEVARD (Ohio street reconstructed) when completed will commence
Broadeeao at FounFrankfort, and not taken through the ard"F. M. Beery for $is5 claimed due
tain avenue, thence south on extension of that avenue to Ohio street, then cut Qhio street to John Noble's old
circuit coup of this city. Ordinarily plaintiff on a note defendant executed
home olace--about
blocks.
ever yappenlable castarising in the Jene ii, 1904, and made payable itt
WATTS BOULEVARD is the first street south cf Broadway that does not run up bill at oath. street. The
police court and county court has to twelve 'months.
Noble resicieneds is estimated to be to,otie, street.
.
go to 4 circuit court and then if
WATTS BOVLEVARD is the most elevated street in the city limits—level and straight—without cut or fill
teecisions rendered there are not satfor about two miles, and runs through the center of the future population of "GREATER PAIDUCAH." A late
Divorce Wanted.
isfactory they are taken to the court
canvas showed that between Worten's addition—W. F. Bradshaw's east line—Broadway and Mayfield road, epoo
Atolia Ntontgorreery filed suit in the
of appeals. In this particular in- circuit court yesterday against Fred
lots were owned by 6oq differentn persons—a car line is therefore assured in the near futtwe.
stance City Attorney Thomas B. Har- Montgomery. They were , married
3 To start WATTS BOULEVARD the avove three blocks HAVE BEEN LAID
OUT GENEROUSLY AND
rison found a section of the *statutes,
WILL BE IMPROVED IN THE MOST LIBERAL MANNER. LOTS 501150 feet; aliens ig feet wide., sidehere April 24th, igo5, and martial
3063, where it states thet when there bliss was short lived an he left her the walks is feet »wide', go feet from fence to fence; from curb
to curb 6o feet; parks
feet wide, street will be
i 3 being tested any ordinance of a sec- first of this month. She claims that
graded and graveled; cement curbing around parks; cement curbing to sidewalks; four foot strip cement sideond class city in the police court that
he has been guilty of cruel treatment 'walk; city water put in. Nature has greatly favored this district—high and .well drained—with fine old forestsame can be carried by caber side towards her.
'trees and natural lawns. Paducah has no residence property its equal in natural advantages and high class imdirect to the court of appeals without
provements. An attempt will be made to make WATT'S BOULEVARD the show street of Paducah and these
going through the circuit court.
substantial improvements will begin to give this district the prominence it deserves.
Another Dissatisfied Pair.
To carry the proceeding higher the
When Paducah has 50,000 people the fashionable drive will be out Jefferson street to 28th street, south to
McPherson sued Medley
city attorney has requested Judge
Broadway, out Broadway to Wallace park, south to Watt's Boulevard, then down Watts Boulevard to Broadway
were
Eandere to give him a copy or trans- McPherson for divorce. They
at Fountain avenue—about 5 miles.
28th, 1890,
cript of the records in the caw. These married in Illinois March
Before improvements are laid down a limited number of finished lots will be sold at guaranteed prices—no
few
reis-orcie are 'forwarded to the court of but have resided here for the past
lots reserved from first buyers.
abandoned
that
he
claims
appeals together with briefs and all years. She
At the request of a sufficient number of first buyers restrictions w ii be placed on cost of residences. lvery
since relot is numbered by stake in middle of lot.
the documents incidental thereto so her July 1st, Igoe, and has
the higher tribunal can thoroughly fused to-live with her or make proRine up No. egg, Old Phone, and I will call on you with prices and other particulars interesting to first
btoters
familarire itself with the proceeding vision for her maintenance.
and render its decision accordingly.
W. F. MINNICH, Agent,
Truehart Building, 520 Broadway.
Judge Sanders decided that the cow
Magistrate's Court.
ordinance was not valid' and nobody
Jkrvtice John 'Burnett tomorrow
could be fined under same or the 'bo- Morning convenes Iris magisterial
vines kept off the streets, and the mu- court at his office over the Fourth
nicipal authorities larva ordered the and Jefferson street grocery.
city attorney to appeal the case.
We will make you prices on WatchMayor Yeiser advocated filing an ex
es,
CONTRACTOR BALDWIN NOW ALBERT DUKAINE BACK FROM
Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware, DiaEjectment Suit.
parte suit in the circuit court for a leGeorge Wallace yesterday in the
BUFFALO WHERE OPmonds, and guarantee to save you 3e
PREPARING BOND TO
gal construction Of the ordinance, court of Justice Jesse Young filed
ERATED ON.
per cent.
THAT END.
but even if this was done no result suit against James Vlaholeas to eject
could be attained sooner, as the ap- the latter from building at
Rogers A r. Teaspoons, regular
BroadColonel Gus Singleton Is Doing Well
pellets bench is now in vacation and way_ Plaintiff claims that Vlaisoleas
Soso
grade, 75c a set. Engraving free.
at Louisville—Other Ailing
does not convene lentil fall therefore trarnot paid his rent, and also that Had to Keep Sidewalks in Repair for.
People.
Rogers'
Knives and Forks at Sens
if the circuit court construe-boa did the building is being used for porposPeriod of Five Years From Time
set.
not suit its would have to be carried cr• that raise the -insurance which the
of Acceptance.
Mr. Albert Dumaine returned yes- a
to the ilighea reurt at Frankfort, and plaintiff has to pay. The suit will be
Waltham or Elgin jewel moveafternoon from Buffalo,, New
terday
could +not he heard until the vacation tried next Tuesday.
ment,
year case, $8.5o.
since
Many
days
went
some
he
where
York,
is over. 'Hie city solicitor and city
operated on for stomach'imOn- other bargains.
Ocutractor
Baldwin
is
now
to
be
Harry
attorney gettet-Oppose in ex parte pros
preparing hie snainterrance bond that ble. He is note confined at hies home
Don't forget the place. Yellow front
. Death Causes Suit.
aisiC kb a result there will just
eubmittedrto the board of pub- on the North Side, but the doctors 311 Broadway.
suit
,Lawyer Taylor yesterday filed
be appesieoLthe decision of Judge San
ks for acceptance. He will believe he will be able to resume busin DAlayfield for 7. G. Whitnell, admin- lic
tiers in the police court.
request
that there be officially ineso in a few days.
Twenty Year.' Experience.
istrator of John Winston, against
the concrete sidewalks he
Eye See Jewelry and Optical Co,
lihnoie Central. for $35,000 damages.
on troth sides of Second street
Doing Nicely.
Winston was
flagman on an I. C.
BROADWAY.
Word from Louisville is that ColoBroadway to Kentucky avenue,
31I
work train that stood out on the
A
J.
ETZKA s Jeweler sal
contractor has giveC, a bond nel Gus G. Singleton is coming along I r•
main track near Dawson. He was
the
operathe
effects
of
nicely,
from
fie.
will
keeps the pavements in
sent back to flag dknvn the approach- Otos ,
see
mmstoidononly performed an
Am new goods.
us before yen
ON
THE ing freight train, and sat down on the go44.rtsrar.. Abotact they brtaii, or be, tion for
WILL BE
USED
It a
will
coils
'last
Sunday.
He
believes
he
hith
defective
in
any
during
manner
sty.
SEED YOUR ROUGH
DRY
track andfelo etaoishrtiletaohrmsbh
THIRD STREET IM*
track and fell off asleep. The freight theenening five years. (The improve- be able to neturn home by the last of I
LAUPAREY TO THE PADUCAH
a
struck and killed him. It is claimed be ratio adds greatly tithat block which this week.
PROVEMENT.
4111.• ••• r
had been on the road 48 hours and is pow in the beet condition it ever
'TOILET SUPPLY
CX)MPANY,
, and,etZereOrederits a progressive.
Able to Be Out.
worked so near to deat41Ilt4f•
,M)r. John Cobb, of the News-D
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT- Contractor Ingram Is -Expected Here overcame him no sooner than he set and up-to-date hustiims city of budt, was able to be out
activity with the handsome new
IS,WRITING )NSURANCE FOB
down.
42._ iltirti Off the Storm
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DErekicaneweVC61)*k.atrees and elegaist after a two weeks' confinement with --•
THE
NORTHWESTERN _MUStomach trouble.
cohcrete sidewalks.
Sewer Contract.
LIVERY. OLD PHONE ins.
Big Federal Solt.
TUAL LIFE OF .MILWAUKETL.
The sidewalk on the east side of the
Deputy U. 3. Marshal George W.
Sick Railroader.
eteeiet was rejected some weeks ago
Saundernof Mayfield,was yesterday in
Night
Ticket
niefieSionseilinsienneerienabeelbaninseflP
Agent Roy Prather. HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINES&
many
to
by
the
board
works,
but
enormous
of
it
has
been
it will seem
'Hickman. Ky. Where he served the
of
the
union
depot,
is confined with YOU WILL DO WELL TO s z
•
people to /earn that it will take ace- paper4 in the suit filed by the F. W. placed irt good condition and will
an
attack
of
malarial
fever at the
concrete
rtly
be
accepted
by
that
official
the
too seeks of cement 'for
Cook Stewing company against Henhome of Mr. Yoe MTAler, of South HIM. ROOM re, TRLTEHEART
foundation to be placed along Third ry Tyleooilichard Tyler, Henry AmBUILDING. OLD PHONE, OFstreet from Kentucky avenue to berg, Chess Smith, J. M. Hubbard, The maintenance blind the °contrac- Sixth street.
Broad street, where the street is to Prather Carlin, Charles Jackson, Fin- tor is furnishing is in one of the sureFICE, sgg; RESIDENCE, 336. A
,
Other Sick.
e paved with brick. There are about ley Randle, L. Blalcemore, Toni Dil- ty companies and has been sent away
Margaret
Mrs.
Porteous
continues
four sacks to the barrel, and each of lon, H. Hodge, Richard leler and six eta; the company headquarters for apvery ill at their home on West Trim- W. Mike Olive...-,
Geo. W. Oliver. 1
the latter weigh 390 pounds. This is other,. Each are steed for $5,000
each, peoval. When it returns the brard ble street.
Benton, Ky.
ever us- or a.
cement
amount
of
' Paducah, 1
the
largest
will
accept
57.
same
and
receive
the sidetotal of foo.coo. The brewery
And similes summer bowel din- Mree -Mania Cooley Me-Matrnon is
and is company
Trios B. McGregory,
one
contract
in
any
here
ed
vr*iiks.
lino
will
be
followed
by
Mr.
claims. that June
orders demand prompt attentwo,
able to be out after. a several weeks'
being furnished Contractor Thomas this- delegation of Hickman
Benton, Ky.
tion. Such attacks should be
ejtizene Baldwin being given estimates by the illviesa.
Henneberger.
Barry
&
Bridges
by
city
engineer
against
the
abutting
called
on the brewery agent at Hickakie-cked as soon as possible.
'President Ed P. Noble, of the
'The cement is tried in the cretnposi- mare and making him load his beer property owners Allowing how much hoard of works, is
HENRY'S
confined at his
lion mixed for the foundation of the ;and effect* into a wagon, drove him each Owe for the work done in front home wins an
attack of dysentery.
DIARRHOEA
oi
their
respective
places
bricks, better known as concrete, and lout of town
CORDIAL
this part of the improvement is now
ENGLAND LIKES ROOT.
being carried ft;rwurti by a large
Quickly stops diarrhoea, dysenLondon, July 8—Gratification at
CHEAP COAL. In July and August
crew of Essen who everted the contary, summer complaint and
Our Name on a
we can filJ your coal house with best the appointment of Elden Root to
crete *eerie Friday, and are now beRelieves cramps
bloocvy flux.
screened lump,
best screened nut, succeed the late Secretary Hay is meiyond Wathington street with same.
and cholera morbus.
A very
toe per bushel.. This is special price versnl in England. Wherever Amen - OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Prescription
efficient remedy for all summer
the bitulithic
Contractor Ingram
Marshall County; Paderale
by mines for sixty days only. Take cane meet Englishmen-in the streets,
bowel disturbances.
company, that put, the storm seweris a Guarantee
pohonelt4
advantage of it and phone us your 'hotels, clubs or government depart114
F.raternity
age, brick and bitulithic streets, 'on
order.. Cos: must be put in house be- I mons—they are heartily congratula- New Phone
Old Phone Jon
Jeffereon and Kentucky avenue, is
of Purity
fore last day of August.
.ted. Rosiest record as a public man
expected to have his men here this
NOBLE & YEISER.
has deeply impressed the leaders of
e
week sin so to start the sewer work
English thought, This i m pee(scion was
•
off, It having to be completed first of
l intensified dieing Root's Stay in Lon6111.11st
a/1.
. don, in connection with the Alaelca
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
113% South Fourth St.
-Before leaving for home he had 7th xeci Broadway.
Tel. 756. CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER. ,boundary adjudication. On that occa- Office hours
9-It a. as.
Sixth lami Insilco"
sion the ex-chief of the Americen war
Stated he would commence lase week, Pres
criptions called for and deliv.
Office
hours
p.
t hin *lenge have kent him away end
Repair work and fencing a specialty. I office met thP foremost people of this
TEL OPHONE 63.
anywhere
charge
in
the
ered
free
of
Office
hours
country
and
exhibited,
a dignity and
the is not expected until sometime
-7-9 p.
oneetentessi..4411.:
Phone tem
ability that won the admiration of sib. New Phone No, 8, Old Phone No. 77.
city.
ithie week.
morning will decide
Tomorrow
whether the Cumberland Telephone
company wapiti a franchise in this city
h to do 'businei s, beceuse at to o'clock
Mayor" Yeiser will offer for salt at
peblic auction the grant which was
authorized put up for the benefit of
this corporattn, which haa done busi
ness here for loony years without a
franc
municipal legielative boards
T
}a adopted ordinances ordering that
ischise be put op for sale in orit
that the Cumberland Telephone
it
means, could buy it in. In the ormance 'it was stipulated thee the coin
spany could not charge move than
Use per month for business phones,
and $1.50 per month for service to
reeidenoes, these prices being the litreit allowed by the merit-ilia) govern% mem to the People's Independent
Telephone company running in oppovition to the other line here. The Cum
berlatwl people object to these rates,
tilt,' get $4 for business teltplron4, and •$a. per month for residence-ronnections, and der not want
ta cutjtheir prices.
When the ordinance was first passed with these reduced prices in them,
the C am berland management arenoirric
led that they would not'buy in the
Yesterday when asked
franchise.
about - the sa/gailopirrow Manager
Joynes ootild not stile' what they intended doing. .
Orme city official stated yeseerday
'that the municipal -government had
comprtnnieed everything with the
Cumberland Telephone company ever
since it started business here and to a
great extent ran things to suit itself.
He advocated getting out an injunction gait -against the company to prerent it from doing business if they did
not buy in the franchise tornorroe'e.
In fact, he said he wee going to
eneui
raise this question at
meeting of the legislative boards if
e(.rnething was noto done
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PURE COAL MEANS
Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers

others'lwjlr
21*

th and

Fowler
Smithrebtrns
id trip.
For all.
•

Family Lump,well screened' llc bu.
Large Nut

Large Egg 11c `bu.
Nut
10c bu.

Place your order for coal with us

United States Gas, Coal
Both phones 254.
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Coke Company
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Paducah - Traveling Men's News

New Buildin

Billy Green says the carnival is goBrother J. E. Walters, of the E.
break afl records.
tehkopf & Son force, returned from ing to
Geo. H. Powell and family
Brether
a three weeks'etrip through Arkansas
to Cerulean Springs for a
•
gone
te.ve
Wednesday.
territory
and 'Southern
sejourn.
Milton Sanehez, our president, was
Articles of incorporation for the P.
in the city Tuesday arid Wednesday.
M. C. ,Carnival Association have
T.
Secretary H. C. Hover returned to
filed with the secretary of state,
been
through
trip
a
front
•the eity 'Tuesday
directors and officers elected, and
tile
Tennehsee.
now ready to conduct such affairs.
Every member of the P. T. M. C. is
John R. Scott, of the Ford
Brother
is requested to he present at our meet
Nashville, was in
company,
Tobacco
the
at
15th,
ing Saturday night, July
lite left Friday
Wednesday.
city
the
Palnper House. when elie_F'. T. M. C.
Tennessee and ()Mthrough
trip
a
on
directors
will elect a new hoard of
Southern states.
and other officers. This is ini accord- i er
R. S. VanLoon •left Friday
Brother
each
and
ance with, the new by-laws,
and Liberty, lad.,
Cincinnati
isz-ir
night
member is expected to be present or
instructions to be sure and
I.:eying
will
member
send his proxy. Each
r mail It* a copy of the Sunday's RegLe officirally notified this week.
ister.
to
C.
M.
T.
P.
the
Who said limit
Brother A. E. Murphy. of St. Louis,
too good working members and make
registered at the Palmer House tois
hear
Let's
the dues $12.00 per year.
day.
•
frcern the chorus.
E. L. Huddleston, of the KenThe Kewanee Daily Star Courier, i Mr.
and Queensware company
Glass
tucky
of Kewan.ee, Ill, under date of July 3,
vacation. today.
his
on
left
"The
headlines:,..
has tfe follnwing
Mack Bailey, cf the Kentucky Glass
C. W. Parker Carnival Company. Sun
Queeneware Company, returned
and
Transport4lower Special of 32 .Cars
ing the Great Parker Amusement from a successful trip up the TennesCompany, Arrived Today." The Dai- see river 'Saturday.
C. E. Renfro. of Given's, Clark &
ly Gem, under date of July 1, says the
following regarding the greet Parker Co., returned from a trip to Kuttawa,
pan y: •"The Parker Fddyville, Princeton and other points
Amestment
sheets are an exception of the general Friday.
run of carnival companies. From one ; Brother Paul Provinoe blew into to
end of the pike to The other a lot of town yesterday looking sober as
high-class moral shows, places of judge.
amusement and instruction where an
C. members are re,The P. T. M.
evening is profitably spent, where , qrested
to make their arrangements
there is an Meer absence of vulgarity, to spend one week in the city of Pagambling T graft." You will see from :dscah during the fall carnival, as we
the clippings above that the Parker will need the services of all that week,
people are favorites everywhere, and and donations for the country store
their shows are of the highest moral ; should be investigated with the ar•
character.
emen:t.
"
Members of this association should r3
Members who are willing to be apkeep us posted as to their whereeommittee will advise
ahouts, routing, etc., that we may corn !phinted on a
C. Hoover.
H.
Secretary
time
any
at
them
with
until
ninnicate
It is said that the best goods come
the fall carnival. Thosie who are not
small packages. Lee Livingston got
in
the
to
routing
your.
here often, send
tone of the most valuable packages
secretary.
'Brother L F. Kolb called and set- the past week of anybody. What was
, Let all other members 'it Lee?
tled his dues.
do likewise:
I React The Register Sunday morning
G. F. Bitchanoe, of the Hammond . for the P. T. M. C. news, and send
may appear
Packing company, was in•the city Sat Inews in Friday that
ii' flay.
1 Sunday.

CONCRETE BASE FOR FO
TION BEING LAID F R
MICHAEL.

Fashions at
Saratoga
NDA-

Dr. Waddie Lang Preparing to Erect
New Residence on North
Fifth Street .

STYLES REFINED AND ARTISTIC—SEASON MARKED BY
FINE DRESSING.

Remnants of Dress
Goods

tog 1-1
Col

All Coats and Gowns Are of Lace
and Embroidery—Answers to
The mechanics are at present enCorrespondents.
gaged laying the concrete base for
the brick foundation for the new
Y., 'July 7.—The heaSaratoga., N. .
brick building being constructed by
son opened auspiciously with quite an
Michael Brothers on North Third
unusual number 'of very dietinguished
Wo
street between Jefferson and Mtonroe
names
on the hotel registers. Several
streets. Work on the foundation
society leaders, factious on two contistarts in a 'few days.
nents for sumptuous stressing and exquisite taste, and who set the seal of
ly t4
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morning Contractor
Tomorrow
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the summer of 1e05 one of exceptionbe erected on North Fikh between
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famous historic rebore
this
Waddie Lang. The bnildipg goes up
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son Souk homestead on Nortt Fifth,
promenade to the
early
the
For
and will be two story brick, costing
supposel Oct be more
about $4,000. It will be occupied by springs, though
•
or less negligee, and the toilette rathMr. Lang upon completion.
er hastily made, must be smart and
Both /
White is again in the lead
becoming.
New Medicine House.
of •white serge or
Mr. John W. Skelton and several .and the costume
consisting of skirt of instep
mohair,
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short jacket of im1I
company for the manufacture of, pat- length and natty
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taller
finish,
peccable
ent medicines here in this city and
datnty linare now entering upon the details very sheer and exquisitely
handeembroiderof
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waist.
gerie
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approval. Cosdistinguished
most
their building but will do 90 within
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broadclott in pale shades of resedg,
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AGENTS FOR. BUTTERICK PATTER.NS
electric blue; dove-gray or mauve,
'- In Remodeled Place. _
described are
Green Gray, colored. got in his made on the lines just
outfit yesterday for the new -barber also well endorsed.
shop he is going to open on Legal
For the Afternoon Drive
Row, and expects to be ready for
•
extent that simplicity is the
the
To
RUBE
business within the next few days.
the
costume,
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He goes in the re-Modeled building ruling for the
BUI
extreme of the sumptuous and extrane
beside Gray's saloon.
e.
agent characterizes the toilette for
Horse
the afternoon drive. All the season's
•••
and
delicate
ire
wealth of provision
filmy, or costly and shimmering labre:s, and rare, beautiful garnitures,
You need. tonic--something that will brace you up and make life
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combined in marvelous creations by
WILL OPEN ROADWAY WHEN the genius and cunning of the world's worth the living. Good beer is an appetizer. Rightly brewed and propmoust famous sartorial artists and
HE GETS HIS CROP
milliners, are represented in these re- erly aged, there's nothing to eqpal
ALL IN.
gal toilets. Here again the powerful
City Engineer Will Survey City's sway of white hen over the mind of
fashion is exemplified, but as widely
Property to See if Any of Allen's
different as night, and noon are these
Land Ili Enclosed.
hytater to churn around in the underexquisite creations from the simple
ground mains and get the benefit of
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ial.
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break:
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land, who, at the age of 67, married city came into possession of the land,
ii the Wasinhgton building the past William Ashmead Bartlett, 30 years it was also endowed with the right to
roll for 7c.
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her junior, recently celebrated her gist compel Mr Allen to open the highFINE OAK GUITARS—Deep rich tune, celluloid bound, one edge $3.3e,
iEkirly in Site Errs. C-iolc united birthday. She is still quite strong way if desired: Heretofore though
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both edges $3.85.
This handsome direr:Wire toilette,
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Monday, July 10

We will place on sale a big lot of
remnants of dress goods at
remnant prices,

E.

A Wash Goods Bargain

Several pieces of Linen Suitings,all linen.,
and worth 50 and 75 cents per yard,
will be offered at 25 cents per yard.
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Is Your Appetite Poor? '
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Beautiful Life

I Ask For Belvedere,
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The Master Brew

Paducah Brewery Co.
Kentucky.
Paducah,
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AGAINST HENRY MONTHLY MEETING WILL BE
VAUGHAN FILED AWAY
HELD TOMORI1-1W
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YRSTERDAY.
---- -Comrnei•cial and Cc-operative
owene
Dennis Reed, Colored, Held to the City Booed of Supervis-r,
Grand Jury for Stealing Grip of
Tomorrow Morning for Several
Business a Specialty.
a Young Lady.
Day Session—Gatherings.
r`ei:e ••
'Tomorrow evening itlis polity and
In the police court yesterday there
'...-li tiled away the warrant charging ere commisiioeers tne-eit ix' regular
Henry Vaughan', colored, with steal- 'monthly kession at the city hall gening some diamond - tinge fonn a eial assetnbly chamber. As yet there
..Dry Hickory Stove
guest's room at the Palmer hotel. The is 'sharing .ei,iinocreouce s,cheduled to
loser cannot be found now to testify come up bifore them.
Wood,$1.25 per wagon
against Vaughan, 90 he was release,•
Supervisors Convene.
load delivered.proinptThere was dismissed the case
The city board of suprvisors concharging Cleveland Edwards with
ly tor cash. Telephon,e
breaking into the house of J. W. Nall vene tomorries morning at the city
hall and •remain' in siosion for several
out in the county.
442, old phone.
Gertrude English was given a con- days to. hear the complaints of proptinuance until tomorrow of
the erty owtiers protesting against albreach of the peace charge against leged double or erroneous assessment
of their property for city tax purher.
Until tomorrow was continued the poses. The board will also takp up
warrants charging Contractor Harry the matter of making the banks give
G. Cunningham with leaving material , in their peroonalty fnr asseeo-asnt, as
they have not done phis.
piled on the irbeet ag Mk and 1
LAWYERS.
ferson streets without a danger signal
Autotncibee Club.
light being out on same after nightTomorrow evening the Autoir.obile
Both Phones 6g.—Rooins 203 and acia
fall.
Until tomorrow was also continued club wilt meet at the Commercial club
Fraternity Building.
the case charging Robert Torian with headquarters on Legal Row for the
selling butter, etc., without a license. purpose of outlining its arrangements
Bob Green was arraigned on the for the run the owners of maceines
charge of disorderly conduct and the will Make next Sunday te Murray,
Mayfield and then return.
case continued until Monday.
•
Dennis
to
Reed
held
grand
was
the
Attorney.
City
Elks' Building.
jury on the charge of petty larceny.
The building company for the Elks
He is charged with stealing the grip
Attorney-at-Law of a young lady from her buggy will meet toniorrow evenin 4- at the
down on the city scale lot. The grip City National bank to hear further reColumbia
Room is and 14
was found in the possession of Ackvr- ports from Architect 0. D. Schmidt
Old Phone ii1Y.
man, the second-hand dealer, who had regarding progress teeing made with
bought same from the boy, who said the plass and specifications for the
new building tire order will erect cal
,
it was his own property.
—When lu Waist-of—
North Fifth street.
REPAIRING
TIRES
RUBBER
Education.
Influence of
Labor Day Committee.
(St. Louis Republic.)
ETC.
CARRIAGES,
BUGGIES,
This afternoon at the Central Labor
The question whetter education is
the source of freedom or whether hall on North Fourth street a meetHorse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith,
is the source of education ing will be hekl by the enecutive comfreedom
ing Call on
continues to be debated, with strong mittee that has in charge the arrangeadvocates for either contention. But ments for Labor Day. Weekly gathJ. V. 61IFT. Mgr
there is room for discussing the view erings are held by rhis.trody to hear
3ig Kentucky ave,---TeL 0511-ced
that freedom owes its development reports as.,to what progress is being
and preservation to education. The made with the preparations.
proofs of this are made evident from
life and affaire.
When You Go Visiting.
When you see a family jar, no matThe enthusiasm manifested every
summer in the annual convention of ter how large, refrain item putting in
the National Educational association even the smallest word.
Turn the gas low when you have
illustrates the deep study which the
people of the United States give to unoccupied rooms. The forest is the
the wide diffusion of knowledge. place through which to blaze a path.
Desist from accompanying your
This country provides freedom and
for freedbm's preservation provides hostess to the market. A third party
education. That a high value is put spoils a heart to heart talk with one's
upon democracy is due, no doubt, to butcher.
Headquarlisra for Spaulding baseball
Be punctual at breakfast. The best
the face. that education inculcates a
good.. Oloirea masks, balk, bets
profound appreciation of the beneets French cooks say the family should
etc.
of the American governmental sys- wait for an °Inlet, but nothing is said
of a guest,
tem.
Have a bankoft4Ps4el rali-.----ni,..eL
Superior, to all other rights and
091111s.
en you jetty a visit. A clever fel•
privileges conferred upon the nation
by itself is the freedom granted to lo ed named Shakespeare predicted
education. It is very significant that sad things of the borrower.
education is free; free, not in tie
Use contents of the ink bottle on
DRAM STORY-S.4
sense of costing nothing, but free in your note paper iristeiail of the tabl•
the sense that it has no, restrictions; coven. It is easily seen that your hos& Jackson its. phone sit
in the same sense that the coun- tess preferred a pink and white color
free
& Clay fits.. plisse g&
try is free, free in the sense of lib- scheme.
erty.
Keep belongings in ycntr own room.
Seaweed Is Valuable.
It is the freedom allotted to edu- Your hostess is wiHing to take it for
Where the South Leads.
C. LIGHTFOOT.
(4llocago Chronicle.)
At last we seem to have touted an cation which has brought the United granted, without absolute proof, that
_
No one section of the country has excellent use for seaweed, thanks to States forward intellectually. One you have a reasonable eepply of soel;
—LAWYER—
a monopoly of civic virtue, but there an experienced and enterpriiing writ- system of instruction might be suf- gloves and handkerchiefa: -o: Ju
claim of er in June Outing. She owned a ficient and efficient for all practical Housekeeper.
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-TOMOR- is some foundation for the
sad es& Fraternity Dna WILL BE CONVENED JUDGE
Southern contemporary that the SUIntner cottage• by the sea, which, purposes, but if there were only one
a
BY
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average of official morality is higher like the Biblical mansion, was built system, and that system alone were
Cuba Watching Panama.
LIGHTFOOT.
Will practe
faii courts of 14.
nt Southern cities than in- Northern un mink. Before long site doore be— recognized, eeitteation would not las
(Stoston Record.)
municipalities.
gan to sag and the whole stOucture free nor so general. Conformant to
Cuba, clean, 'healthy, without a sinNumber of Deeds Fil_d for Record, -At least the South has had Co sach lose its balance, au account of the the will of the people there is a pubcase pf yellow fever, and without
While Cc:ored Couple Was
scandals as those which have render- shifting of the foundation. It was lic system of eduaition, entailing no even a rumor of a bubonic plague
Licensed to Marry.
ed Minneapolis and Philadelphia no- then that necessity, the mother of in- expense upon those Who take advan- victim, is watching the situation at
J. K. Hendrick,
J. 0. Mina
torious. St. Louis has a record which ventiem, came to the rescue, and the tage of it. Equally recognizing the Panama. This is one reason, unnot sweet in the nostrls, but St seaweed, that was continually drifting popular desire, no prohibition exists doubtedly, why the American govTomorrow morning Judge Light- is
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is more of a northern than a in With the tide, was impressed into against private teaching.
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may go even further than the South- led over it, and in a few yeare what tutions of all kinds. Large univer- be were Cuba to enforce her quaretc., naming settlements with adminern
newspaper referred to and admit before was ivoning but barren sand sities, colleges, seminaries and schools antine laws against Panama and the
trying
and
Rooms a. a and g Register bail- ictrators and guardians
the South can afford to challenge hills., became a carpet of vivid green, having no connection with the pub- gulf cities, which have doer trade rethat
what other business comics before his
comparison in the matter of state the envy of the neighboring dwellers lic system, prosper as a result of ed- lations therewith! Perhaps the Cutribunal.
lis& 523 1-4 amboway.
legislatures also. The scandals in Also vegetables, flowers and even ucational liberty. Thus, the work of bans, whom this country taught how
these bodies are relatively few in tnelges made their apearance in the government, the state and the .city to be immune from yellow fever,
Practice fa all the courts of the
Property Sold.
the Southern states, and so far as time, and the great transformation is aided by philanthropy, and the na- may now teach their teacher.
lying in the Vaughan ad- recollection may be relied upon there was complete. Ni' doubt many peo- tion reaps the benefits.
Property
gz.
phones
Bo*
I state.
dition to the city bias been sold by has been no talk of venality. in the ple who are 4ituated in the same poAnscountry is not strictly popular
Death to the Czar.
John Brolger to Bertha Rogers for choice of United States senators in sition will welcome this innovation in form, a people is not literally free.
(Owensboro
Inquirer.)
record
Office phone ssi, Residence phone gyg $360, and ehe deed lodged for
it might be said, unless education has
the South since reconstruction day's. as a godsend.
Sometimes we read in the dispatchYesterday.
clerk
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in
with the
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The V and E idea stands for less red tape
in filing all kinds of Letters, Bills, Invoices and
Papers than any other system on the market.
We carry a full line of these modern office filing devices in cabinets or sections. The cost of
these goods is far cheaper than books and they •
never wear out.
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T. B. harrison,

RHODES-BURFORD CO.,
Special Agents For Western Kentucky.
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Caulkers Meet

sj< Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR

; M. Felix C4 Rudolph and fife go
We arc selling one box of Rexa11 Tal; to Dawson tpday for a sojourn.
,
cum Powder and one bar of Reza11
Lawyer Cliarles Grasshatn has reMiss Birtie Ross and Miss Mewl
SPECIAL SESSION TO BE HELD
trip for 25c.. The regular price is Moses returned yesterday from visit- turned from7Marion, Ky.
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visit,
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Murray,
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Hoffman
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Every Package Guaranteed.
NOON.
Mg. Hari- G. Johnston left this
and Mrs. _Hoffman, of Evansville, returned home yesterday aboard she -morning for Buffalo, N. Y., to attend
Joho S. Hicsikins, after visiting here 'the grand lodge of Elks as. delegate
Judge Sanders Set Down for TomorMrs. Lein Efinger accompanied them from the local body.
row Warrants Against George
Mr.
H.
J. Moorman and two
for a visit there.
Miss A. M. Haltin is here from daughters, Masque and Hattie, and
Garvey and Julian Morgan.
Prescriptions caMed for awl deliv- Louisville for
a several days' visit to Mr. and Mrs. Gus Thomas, of Mayfield, passed through here yesterday
ered to any part of the city.
relatives.
Miss Lizette McGuire, of Baltimore at noon en route *to Buffalo, New
Phones No. x80.
This afternoon the C‘ulkers' union
returned yeeterday from visiting in York, to attend the grand lodge of will hold a meeting
Cur. oh and Broadwee.
at the Central LaOwensboro, and is again the guest of
bor hall on North Fourth street for
KENTUCKY.
PADUCAH.
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ice.
fiss Maria Parker is visiting here the
the Mieses Settle, of North Fifth.
purpose of taking up their strike
Judge Given Campbell, of St. Louis, from Maylfield.
question. They have now been out
Mr. Edward Scott, the tobacco
arrived here last evening for a several
Sunday Mornin.gojiily e„ 1905.
eight days and claim they will not
days' stay on business connected with man, went to DOwson yesterday.
enlin016111111elltrett.1111°
sign up with the marine ways and the
Officer Scott Ferguson and wife Finney
the handsome country home be ie
dry-docks unless pt
-emitted to
erecting in Arcadia and where be will are vieiting at Barlow.
spin their own oakum as called for in
Mks. Aaron Hurley left last evenspend his summers hereafter.
their new articles of agreement.
Mrs. Mary Nliedrich and Misses El- ing for Round Knob, Ill., where she
Superintendent Mike Williams, of
DAWSON SMOGS, KY.
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to
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Springs for -a sojourn,
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work again yesterday morning and
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from
visiting
in Srnithland.
Efinger and, Mies Pauline Roth, of
way here to take the place of strikers. Inan*sement, for guests at. the
Mr. A. E. Boyd has gone for a ten
FOR RENT.-Three-roorn cottage. North Sixth street.
Councilman Young Taylor, of the
Mr. Louis Petter and Mr. Frank day? visit at Lowes•
Apply to 1335 Trimble street.
dry decks at the foot of Jefferson
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATE/UNG PLACE.
Mrs. Jack Saunders, of Louisville,
Kirchoff, Sr., go to Dawson tomorstreet, signed the new articles - of
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home yesterday after visit- agreement -'wit'h
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the, understanding
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that two weeks viiould be a "reason'Mrs.
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this means that
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and Detroit.
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